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hen Google, Yahoo, LinkedIn, and Facebook disclosed their woefully low levels of female employment in the

summer of 2014, admitting that they had a lot of work to do to improve them, they signaled a shift for the

technology industry. It’s remarkable that the sector is finally stepping up to the plate on diversity—and refreshing

that its focus is on metrics rather than rhetoric.
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Make no mistake: Improving those metrics will be challenging. A key feature of the tech culture—the shared belief that it’s a

meritocracy—may work against change. An important study by Emilio J. Castilla and Stephen Benard has shown that when an

organization’s core values state that raises and promotions are “based entirely on the performance of the employee”—in other

words, when a company sees itself as a meritocracy—women are actually more likely to get smaller bonuses than men with

equivalent performance reviews. Subtle biases against women are clearly at work here. Moreover, 40 years of social science have

taught us that such biases will be perpetuated unless they’re intentionally interrupted, and people who think they work for

meritocracies are less likely to do what it takes to interrupt them.

On the other hand, if tech’s senior leaders are serious about gender diversity, they could be perfectly positioned to lead change. As

they so often remind us, they’re not about business as usual. They’re out to change the world, with corporate mottoes like “Don’t be

evil” and “Move fast and break things.” One thing I hope they’ll break with is the “diversity industrial complex”: the standard

approach of making token hires, offering sensitivity training, setting up mentoring networks, and introducing other incremental

changes that focus on altering women’s behavior to, say, make them better negotiators. When an organization lacks diversity, it’s not

the employees who need fixing. It’s the business systems.

This article is intended to help tech companies—and others—fix those systems. It describes a new metrics-based approach that pulls

from the lean start-up playbook: Collect detailed data about whether gender bias plays a role in daily workplace interactions;

identify company-specific ways to measure its effect; create hypotheses about what “interrupters” might move those metrics; and

then throw some spaghetti at the wall and see what sticks. Measure what happened, adjust your hypotheses, and do it all over again

until you get it right.

What’s a Bias Interrupter?

While much of the social science research is still devoted to “admiring the problem”—demonstrating the same patterns of gender

bias over and over—some studies have begun to explore how to interrupt bias effectively. In one, researchers Andreas Leibbrandt

and John A. List posted two versions of announcements for administrative assistant jobs in stereotypically masculine businesses—

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB8QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdspace.mit.edu%2Fopenaccess-disseminate%2F1721.1%2F65884&ei=ilGzU639Foi8oQSl1ILABw&usg=AFQjCNEWvbtU9vUtaPfe3IK4PeRqyfmEGg&bvm=bv.70138588,d.cGU
http://www.nber.org/papers/w18511
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NASCAR, football, and basketball. One version said nothing about salary; the other said “salary negotiable.” Leibbrandt and List

wanted to investigate the well-documented phenomenon that women are less likely to negotiate their salaries than men, which

contributes to the pay gap between the sexes. Could a simple two-word phrase interrupt that pattern?

It could. In fact, not only did the “salary negotiable” language close the negotiation gap between men and women, it closed the pay

gap between the male and female hires by 45%.

This experimental approach is a classic example of a bias interrupter: It changed the basic business system in a way that stopped a

pattern of bias in its tracks. And it did so without talking about bias at all (or even raising it). It also highlights three advantages that

bias interrupters have over the sweeping cultural change initiatives that researchers who study organizational bias tend to

recommend. Such efforts can be effective, but they’re expensive—and often abandoned when a new CEO arrives with different

priorities. Recently, for instance, Best Buy’s new CEO eliminated the company’s much-ballyhooed Results Only Work Environment,

despite rigorous data documenting its business benefits.

First, bias interrupters are based on objective metrics, whereas cultural initiatives tend to rely on earnest conversations. Second,

interrupters are iterative, so they allow companies to try small interventions and then scale them up. Last, interrupters build change

into the basic business systems that perpetuate bias, so they are less likely to disappear when a new CEO decides that diversity is not

an imperative.

While the evidence of the effectiveness of interrupters is growing in social science literature, the effort to systematically pilot and

test them in companies is just beginning. I’ve started to work with several companies, including Twitter and the Silicon Valley law

firm Fenwick & West, on a model for building bias interrupters. With Jennifer Berdahl from the University of British Columbia, I’m

also forming a working group to explore interrupters with other social scientists. It’s still early days, but here’s the approach I’m

using to help companies identify, measure, and address diversity-related bias.

http://press.princeton.edu/titles/7575.html
http://www.nber.org/papers/w18511
http://www.startribune.com/business/195156871.html#tiEB018cOEQUEote.97
http://www.flexiblework.umn.edu/publications_docs/SocialProblems-Turnover-2011.pdf
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ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND

Women Rising: The Unseen Barriers
GENDER FEATURE by Herminia Ibarra, Robin Ely, and Deborah Kolb

Why making diversity a priority doesn’t often translate to real results.

  SAVE    SHARE  

Step #1: Determine Whether There’s a Problem

The first step is to find out whether women in your organization are encountering one or more of the four basic patterns of gender

bias. Here’s a quick primer:

Prove-it-again!
Women often have to provide more evidence of competence than

men do to be seen as equally capable, a problem documented in

scores of studies on double standards, attribution bias, leniency

bias, recall bias, and polarized evaluations. About two-thirds of

the 127 professional women that I and Erika Hall, now a professor

at Emory’s Goizueta Business School, interviewed for the book What Works for Women at Work reported prove-it-again problems.

Our interviews additionally suggested that women in tech often get promoted but don’t get the title or salary that typically

accompanies the new job, and that women’s technical expertise is dismissed the minute they are no longer in technical roles. “We’re

constantly asked ‘if you write any code’ when speaking about technical topics and giving technical presentations, despite just

having given a talk on writing code,” note the authors of the widely circulated “Open Letter on Feminism in Tech.”

Tightrope.
This is the kind of bias faced by the female salary negotiators. High-status jobs are seen as requiring stereotypically masculine

qualities, while women are expected to be modest and self-effacing, so women must walk a tightrope between being seen as too

feminine to be effective and too masculine to be likable. Nearly three-fourths of the women we interviewed reported tightrope

issues, with twice as many reports of “too feminine” as “too masculine” problems. Classic “too feminine” problems are large loads

of “office housework”—which includes fetching documents, planning parties and conferences, and cleaning up messes, literally and

figuratively—and assignments to do undervalued tasks. In tech, power and prestige lie with those who “own the code”; even very

talented women end up in marketing or project management roles instead. Yet a woman risks being seen as “not a team player” if

she turns away work that men are rarely asked to do. (See the sidebar “‘Housework’ vs. ‘Glamour Work.’”)

https://hbr.org/2013/09/women-rising-the-unseen-barriers/ar/1
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.genderinscience.org%2Findex.php%2Fdownloads%2Fdoc_download%2F104-heilman-and-haynes-2005-no-credit-where-credit-is-due-attributional-rationalization-of-women-s-success-in-male-female-teams&ei=SsjGU-KdC9jhoAST3IKgAg&usg=AFQjCNHkoRm9s5EetaOkjvmVIxH1bBgwAg&bvm=bv.71198958,d.cGU
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=jwOGAwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA160&dq=marilyn+brewer+ingroup+favoritism+leniency+bias&ots=uOUvwvvFrw&sig=CkGYBgpyNylA5TznfNfkqFchHZk#v=onepage&q&f=true
http://psycnet.apa.org/index.cfm?fa=buy.optionToBuy&id=1987-25065-001
http://psycnet.apa.org/psycinfo/1981-12770-001
http://modelviewculture.com/pieces/an-open-letter-on-feminism-in-tech
http://www.people.hbs.edu/acuddy/2002,%20fiske,%20cuddy,%20glick,%20&%20xu,%20JPSP.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/06/technology/technologys-man-problem.html?_r=2
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“Housework” vs. “Glamour Work”
In many companies, women are expected to do
disproportionate amounts of “housework,” which
includes both domestic tasks, like planning parties, and
undervalued tasks, such as those listed below.

In addition, when women are direct, outspoken, competitive, or

assertive—rather than “nice”—they often face a backlash,

including what one researcher called “the sexual harassment of

uppity women” in a study showing that dominant women

actually experience the most harassment. There’s an avalanche of

sexual harassment in tech, ranging from “angry e-mails that

threaten us to leave the industry, because ‘it doesn’t need any

more c***s ruining it’” to “booth babes” and networking events

held in strip clubs. This “brogrammer” culture has pushed many

women out of the field. In 1985, 37% of computer science degrees

were awarded to women; in 2012 only 18% were. In 1991 women

held 37% of all computing jobs; today they hold only 26%. Forty-

one percent of women leave tech companies after 10 years, as

opposed to 17% of men.

Maternal wall.
Bias triggered by motherhood has dramatic effects. In one famous study subjects evaluated pairs of equally qualified candidates,

one of whom was a mother. The subjects received identical résumés, but the candidate who was a mother varied. The researchers

found that mothers were 79% less likely to be hired, half as likely to be promoted, offered an average of $11,000 less in salary, and

There’s an avalanche of
sexual harassment in tech.
The “brogrammer” culture
pushes many women out of
the field.

https://hbr.org/resources/images/article_assets/hbr/1410/R1410H_A_LG.gif
http://psycnet.apa.org/psycinfo/2007-03270-011
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/women-in-tech-female-representation
https://www.ncwit.org/sites/default/files/resources/btn_02282014web.pdf
http://www.ncwit.org/sites/default/files/legacy/pdf/NCWIT_TheFacts_rev2010.pdf
http://gender.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/motherhoodpenalty.pdf
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held to higher performance and punctuality standards. Another study looked at mothers who were considered indisputably

competent and committed. Because of their dedication to the job, they were seen as bad mothers and bad people. As a result, they

were disliked and held to higher performance standards.

A common take is that the long-hours culture drives mothers out of tech, but often what drives them out is sexism. As one woman

told me, “Women…29, 30…were hitting the glass ceiling that I’ve been hitting for a long time. And if they could [afford to]…, they

would just start having babies and drop out because they wanted to have kids anyway, and it’s hard to show up every day and fight

and fight and fight.” While many women in tech have praised the industry for allowing flexible hours and remote working

arrangements, mothers remain suspect. Take the recent flap when Marissa Mayer, the CEO of Yahoo, was late to a meeting. The only

reason that story made the news is that it confirmed the stereotype that mothers aren’t suited to be CEOs. Fifty-nine percent of the

mothers Hall and I interviewed reported experiencing maternal wall bias.

Tug-of-war.
This pattern, reported by 45% of the women interviewed, occurs when gender bias against women fuels conflict among women.

Research shows that women who encounter discrimination early in their careers tend to distance themselves from other women,

refuse to help them, or even align themselves with men at other women’s expense. Distancing oneself from complaints against

sexism becomes an emblem of loyalty. “I’m not a girl at Google; I’m a geek at Google,” was Marissa Mayer’s standard response to

questions about what it was like being one of the few female programmers at the company. Today, when asked how we can

encourage more women to become engineers, Mayer responds that her focus is getting more men and women to become engineers.

The Open Letter protests that its authors have been “paraded around by men in the industry for how nice we’ve been in trying to

address the social problems in tech as a way to discredit more vocal, astutely firm feminist voices. We don’t like this, we’ve never

liked it, and it needs to stop.”

http://gas.sagepub.com/content/24/5/616.abstract
http://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/2014/06/23/marissa-mayer-overslept-for-big-meeting/
http://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/2014/06/23/marissa-mayer-overslept-for-big-meeting/
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/early/2011/08/26/0956797611417258.abstract
http://www.slate.com/blogs/xx_factor/2012/07/16/new_yahoo_ceo_marissa_mayer_does_she_care_about_sexism_.html
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Organizations need to find out how, if at all, these four patterns affect women’s careers internally. A good place to start is with

confidential interviews or focus groups conducted by an expert in the patterns of bias. Obviously, the people in a focus group have

to trust one another not to disclose who said what. One organization I’m working with has so few women that they all know one

another—and already agree that there’s a problem. The idea that the women in their company already discuss these issues freely

with one another often surprises male senior executives—and so do the focus group results.

Step #2: Identify Key Metrics

Your internal research will often bring to light ways to measure the problem, which you can use to identify a baseline and track the

results of changes. In one organization in which internal referrals play a major role, women suggested an elegant metric: Ask both

men and women if they got their last five opportunities from inside or outside the firm. In this organization and many others, senior

men typically staff their teams with people they feel comfortable with—people like themselves. (It’s called “in-group favoritism.” )

Assumptions that “men have families to support” and that “mothers do not want stretch assignments” also play a role; examining

how assignments are distributed can surface some of these.

If the problem’s office housework, the metric will be different. One organization that identified this as a major issue proposed setting

up a list of low-profile tasks (List A) and high-profile ones (List B). The plan was to ask men and women what percentage of their

time was spent on tasks from List A versus List B.

With maternal wall bias, it’s key to track how women’s assignments differ before and after maternity leaves. At the Center for

WorkLife Law, which I direct, we frequently hear that women returning from maternity leave get fewer or poor-quality assignments.

(The result, of course, is that they quit.)

The right metrics will differ from organization to organization, depending on the types of bias uncovered and the strategic goals of

the firm. But it does make sense to be systematic. Any firm undertaking this work should think carefully about four processes: how

people are hired, how work is assigned, what happens during performance evaluations, and how compensation is determined. In

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.197.4614
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addition, it should look for cultural markers that exclude outsiders. In tech, that’s the oft-celebrated “brogrammer” culture.

Companies should go beyond the classic “body counts,” which simply note the number of women but don’t tell you why women

didn’t get hired, why they don’t get promoted, or why they leave sooner than you want them to (if they do).

Step #3: Experiment, Measure Success—and Keep Trying

Once you’ve assessed bias and identified key metrics, the next step is to interrupt the bias, see whether the metrics improve, and

then—if no improvement occurs—ratchet up to stronger interventions. The ideal interrupter is like the one in the Leibbrandt/List

experiment: easy to do and not requiring training on, or even a discussion of, gender bias.

Another good example of a successful interrupter comes from Google. The company’s analytics showed that women were being

promoted less often than men because, to be promoted at Google, you needed to nominate yourself. Fewer women did so,

presumably because modesty is so associated with femininity that women who advocated for themselves often encountered

pushback, just as with negotiation. Google’s response was to include female leaders at workshops on when and how to put yourself

forward. This signaled to women that they were expected to self-promote. So they did, and the gender difference among Googlers

nominating themselves all but disappeared.

One organization I’ve spoken with is concerned about whether gender bias is affecting performance evaluations. The Center for

WorkLife Law proposed reading its performance evaluations to spot patterns of bias. The company’s executives sensibly suggested

starting off with a staff meeting explaining that they’re committed to improving the quality of performance evaluations, and

introducing the four patterns. Great idea: Accountability causes more people to interrupt automatic bias more often.

What happens if you find bias—how should you present it to the people involved in the relevant processes? Obviously, it’s important

to design feedback loops very carefully, so people don’t feel they are on a forced march into political correctness. Just as the metrics

and the interrupters will differ from firm to firm, so will the feedback loops. But the best tone is judgment free and evidence based:

http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2013/09/13/221750812/a-few-takes-on-how-to-fix-the-tech-industrys-bro-problem
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/23/technology/in-googles-inner-circle-a-falling-number-of-women.html?pagewanted=all&_r=1&&gwh=D8613D82AC38E9433AFC6286062A1925&gwt=pay
http://search.committee.module.rutgers.edu/pdf/Rudman_self_promoing.pdf
http://www.businessinsider.com/google-hiring-data-reveals-two-things-women-can-do-to-get-hired-and-promoted-more-2012-8#ixzz2xIvWjh63
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0065260108602877
http://www.princeton.edu/csso/events/seminars/emilio-j.-castilla/index.xml
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The Research
This work grows out of the research I did for What Works
for Women at Work: Four Patterns Working Women Need
to Know (cowritten with my daughter Rachel Dempsey),
which examined whether the kinds of gender bias
documented in social psychology labs shows up in real
workplaces. My team interviewed 127 professional
women, including 63 in science, technology, math, and
engineering, and 71 women of color. Our finding: Virtually
all the women interviewed (96%) reported experiencing
one or more of the patterns documented in experimental
studies. Only five women had not, and three of them had
founded their own companies.

“I’ll bet you’re not aware that there’s an inconsistency in the way you’re evaluating women and men; here’s a study that explains

why this is common.”

Where should companies begin experimenting? Again, by looking

at the same core processes they examined in Step 2. Though

research on and experiments with interrupters are relatively new,

they suggest the following brief template:

Hiring.
Develop job-advertisement guidelines that advise steering clear of

masculine-gendered words like “competitive,” “assertive,” and

“ambitious.” Track whether those guidelines are followed. To the

extent possible, give hiring managers blinded résumés, so they

can’t tell whether the applicant is a man or a woman. Track

whether this practice changes hiring numbers. Agree in advance

on standard interview questions, watch for subtle biases, and

adjust the list of questions as you learn which ones work well for

all candidates. A seemingly harmless question like “Tell me about

a personal or professional accomplishment that best shows your strengths” can be problematic. Since women are wary of bragging

(the tightrope problem), they’ll often answer this question by telling you how proud they are of their kids (women are allowed to

brag about their children); men will give a work-related answer and advance their cause more effectively.

Assignments.
The gentlest interrupter is one that documents that men and women are getting different kinds of projects and offers a training on

how the four patterns of bias commonly affect assignments. If that doesn’t work, more robust interventions are needed, up to and

including a formal assignment system. As Louise Roth points out in her study of high finance, a huge problem is the channeling of

http://nyupress.org/books/book-details.aspx?bookId=12173#.U8auHagoxUE
https://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/~ack23/Publications%20PDFs/gendered%20wording%20JPSP.pdf
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8246.html
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FURTHER READING

Dysfunction in the Boardroom
BOARDS FEATURE by Boris Groysberg and Deborah Bell

What’s really behind the low number of female directors.

  SAVE    SHARE  

women into groups with lower revenue potential. “These firms develop mathematical models for all sorts of other things,” says

Roth, “so why not for dividing work evenly?”

Performance evaluations.
Having someone who is trained in the literature on gender bias read through all performance evaluations, which Ernst & Young has

done for years, can help if your analysis shows that bias is affecting them. Be sure to track whether praise differentially translates

into high overall evaluations for men but not women. Check, too, whether similar evaluations translate into greater rewards for men

than for women.

Promotion and compensation.
Systems that require people to brag will push women out onto the

tightrope—disliked but respected if they do, and liked but not

respected if they don’t. In fact, any hiring, evaluation, or other

process that requires self-promotion should take a hint from the

Leibbrandt/List experiment and the Google example. Self-

promotion should be cabined into formal contexts in which both men and women are sent the message that everyone is expected to

tout his or her accomplishments.

Compensation systems based on objective metrics that are not easy to game offer a strong control on gender bias and give managers

insight into who their most valuable players actually are. Roth’s study of bankers confirmed what I’ve also found: Women fare best

in jobs where performance is measured by objective metrics. Objectivity often suffers, however, when compensation is set by a

powerful group of insiders. Law firm compensation systems, in which pay depends heavily on backroom negotiations over credit for

bringing in clients, are a petri dish for bias. In a 2010 study about 30% of women in law firms reported being bullied out of receiving

such credit. The promise of bias interrupters is that they allow for institutional learning and build on a critical, consistent finding:

https://hbr.org/2013/06/dysfunction-in-the-boardroom/ar/1
https://ecastill.scripts.mit.edu:444/docs/Gender,%20Race,%20and%20Meritocracy%20%28Castilla%20AJS%20May%202008%29.pdf
http://worklifelaw.org/Publications/SameGlassCeiling.pdf
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Doing anything once will not change organizational culture forever. You need to continually interrupt bias. And you need to be

empirical: Keep throwing spaghetti at the wall until some sticks. Tech companies are used to spaghetti flinging, which makes them a

perfect fit for an iterative process rather than one grand gesture.

What a company can’t do is establish metrics, document bias, and then do nothing. That’s a recipe for legal liability. But as long as

companies that find bias try in good faith to remedy it, interrupters promise to be both more effective, and probably cheaper, than

elaborate cultural change initiatives. And they will work a whole lot better than the other standard tools of the diversity industrial

complex. Unlike women’s initiatives, which often seek to fix women, and unlike stand-alone bias training, which can make diversity

metrics worse, interrupters do something novel. They identify how bias is playing out in real time. And then they short-circuit it.

A version of this article appeared in the October 2014 issue of Harvard Business Review.
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